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Executive Summary
The City of Guelph proposed to expand collection services to all its multi-residential (MR) properties
utilizing a Curotto can service vehicle. The purchase and use of an automated Curotto can
attachment allows for a front-end vehicle to be used for both curbside collection of residential
properties with carts and multi residential (MR) properties with front end bins. The front-end
truck and Curotto can attachment were received in early 2019 and were in service starting May
2019.

With the implementation of the Curotto can, the City of Guelph is able to collect an additional
526T of recycling per year (40% of the 1,300T goal). Included in this project was a review of the
new promotion and education (P&E) program for multi-residential properties along with
operational tracking of collection costs and truck productivity.
P&E materials and tools were provided to property managers (PM) and residents to assist with
proper source separation and to transition to city collection service. The new onboarding
approach and P&E program to transition buildings, at an estimated $64 per unit, was effective
overall. The new approach showed numerous benefits including improved on-site waste
management system set-ups, stronger relationships for resolution of issues, more direct
engagement with residents, and less ongoing onsite waste material management. It was
evident that supportive leadership in buildings and engaged residents was key to the successful
impact of the new MR approach. Data used to compare old buildings (mainly carts) to the new
system (front-end bins with P&E) showed that the new onboarded buildings had lower overall
waste generation, comparable diversion rates, and less visual recycling contamination.
Adding the Curotto can truck increased the annual operating expense as well as the annual
amortized capital. At the end of 2019 with only 9% of the targeted MR units incorporated into
the City collection service the collection costs were $156/T which were comparable to 2016
costs of $153/T. This demonstrates that the program implementation may have contributed to
cost containment.
In the end, the productivity of the Curotto can attachment (slower at collection and lower
average load than single stream automated side-loader) did not meet the expectations of the
City of Guelph and discouraged further investment. The ability for the driver to report in the
RFID system was not being used as envisaged for reporting on contamination and carts not
tipped/left behind. However, the RFID has been beneficial for tracking of truck routing and
verification of service.
It is a goal of the City to make improvements with the onboard RFID reporting system to
continue to decrease contamination and prepare the City of Guelph for blue box IPR transition.
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1. Introduction
The City of Guelph aims to collect 1,300 MT without increasing their net cost per tonne by using
Curotto can collection trucks. Although the straight Front End Loading trucks (FEL) are less
expensive, they can only be used for sites using FEL bins; 95-gallon carts cannot be collected
using this vehicle. The Curotto can option, however, can collect both 95-gallon carts and FEL
bins. This allows these vehicles to be used for both curbside collection of carts and MR
collection of FELs. With a Curotto can vehicle there is greater opportunity to fully utilize the
trucks and amortize the new capital over a greater number of tonnes (i.e. achieve a better
cost/tonne allocation).
The 2016 collection cost per tonne for the City of Guelph was $153/MT. Adding the Curotto can
truck increases the annual operating expense as well as the annual amortized capital. However,
given the trucks high utilization, collecting tonnes from the new apartment building sites as well
as from curbside households, the costs will be factored over a reasonably high number of
tonnes. It was anticipated that the City’s average collection cost per tonne would not go up.
Meaning the new apartment building stops have been added to the City’s service in a cost
contained manner.
This collection fleet shift was particularly important for the City as it is projected that the highdensity housing sector is expected to grow to over 30% of the total housing stock by 2031 (from
only 11% in 2011). Diversifying the fleet in this manner helps enable the City to be competitive
under a full individual producer responsibility program should the municipality choose to
compete for collection services under the new legislation.

2. Background
2.1 Community Profile
The City of Guelph is a vibrant community of over 130,000 people situated in the heart of
southern Ontario, just 100 km west of Toronto, Ontario Canada (see Figure 1 and Table 1).
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Figure 1: Map of City of Guelph
Table 1: Population and number of households in City of Guelph (2018)
Municipality
Single Family
Multi-Residential
Population
Households
Households
City of Guelph
131,000
30,403
26,409

Total Households
49,316

The current multi-family (MR) waste management system and performance are summarized in the
tables below.
Table 2: Waste Management MR System Overview for City of Guelph (2020)
Multi-Family
Service
Garbage

Service Description
Clear bagged materials collected
weekly in carts (120, 240, and
360L) or FEB (3,4,6yd)

Recycling

Single Stream materials collected
weekly in carts (120, 240 and 360
L) or FEB (3,4,6yd)

Organics

Green carts (80, 120, and 240L)
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Collection
Provider

Processing
Provider For City
Collection

City/Private
Contractor

Waste Management
Twin Creeks Landfill,
Watford, ON

City/Private
Contractor

City

City

City / AIM
Environmental
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Table 3: Waste Management Performance for City of Guelph (2018) Based on Datacall
Blue Box
Total Waste
Generation
Disposal
Recycling
Diversion
(Total)
%
%
%
Units
rate
rate
Units
Rate
Units
of total
of total
of total
Single Family
tonnes
8,403
32,733
23,984
56,717
and Multi100%
35%
57.7%
%
Family
Kg/hhld
170
250
183
433
(46,316HHs)

2.2

Program Challenges

The City projects that the high-density housing sector is expected to grow to over 30% of the total
housing stock by 2031 (from only 11% in 2011). Therefore, the City of Guelph proposed to expand
collection services to all its multi-residential (MR) buildings utilizing a Curotto can service vehicle
while containing costs.
The City has 542 MR properties with 22,670 units. All sites using 95-gallon carts receive collection
service. In 2016, there were 182 properties or 9,370 units that had not yet been added to the
program as they use front end loading (FEL) carts for recycling, and the collection fleet was not able
to service them. Through this project, the goal was to add the remaining buildings to the program.
The Curotto can attachment is a technological solution that allows for the collection of 95-gallon
carts as well as, FEL bins. The Curotto can uses the front loader platform to collect both containers.
Because the arm is in front of the cab and steer axle, it behaves like a boom, which enables it to
easily move around parked cars and cul-de-sacs.
Opportunity for Improved Residue Management through Visual Monitoring
According to the City of Guelph’s Waste Management Master Plan the MR contamination rate is
approximately 26.5%. Utilizing a front-end collection vehicle with the Curotto can allows for visual
monitoring of residue, which is particularly important in delivering MR service as the contamination
rate is known to be higher in this sector. As the collection arm is in front of the cab and steer axle, it
allows drivers to see material before it is packed and identify, report, and/or remove contamination
at the source.
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3. Approach
In order to prepare for Individual Producer Responsibility (IPR) of the Blue Box program in
Ontario, municipalities are reviewing system improvements and attempting to improve services
levels and reduce costs. Becoming more cost-effective, may allow them the opportunity to
compete for collection contracts when the IPR system is transitioned between 2023 and 2025.
One of the key considerations in the IPR program is the level of acceptable contamination in the
recycling system. It is expected that Producers will take over processing of all recyclables and
with that impose stringent allowable rates of contamination, as low as 3%. The City of Guelph
MR audits suggest a contamination rate of 26.4%. Similar to this project, most municipalities
are evaluating approaches to reduce contamination by implementing stronger residential
engagement through P&E and enforcement.
There were two components associated with improving recycling collection service and
reducing contamination at MR Properties within the City of Guelph using the Curotto can
collection vehicle.
1. Promotion & Education - New onboard activities
2. Operational Tracking – RFID data collection and follow-up contamination enforcement
procedures
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of these activities, the City of Guelph completed visual
collection and onsite waste audits. Also, operational data analysis compared buildings that had
been receiving MR recycling services from the City for many years (aka “old” buildings) to
“new” buildings that had recently transitioned to City FEL services.

3.1

Promotion and Education

New Onboarding Procedures
Based on the experience in dealing with an extremely challenging MR property (see Appendix
A: Case Study: Townhouse X Properties), with the expansion into FEL collection, Guelph
launched new onboarding procedures.
MR property managers or owners can participate in Guelph’s municipal waste collection
services by participating in these steps:
•
•
•
•

arranging a site visit to make sure the waste collection access point and process is
suitable and safe;
submit a waste management plan to the City for approval;
sign an agreement to allow the City to collect waste on the property;
get insurance for collection on private property
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•
•

distribute a letter, educational materials and promotional supplies to residents to
introduce the program; and
sort waste into three-streams (organics, recyclables and garbage)

Additional onboarding resources (agreement, guidelines, plan and commitments) can be found
at: https://guelph.ca/living/environment/garbage-and-recycling/curbside-collection/multi-residential/
P&E Materials
To assist MR property management, Guelph offers in-unit kits for residents as well as,
comprehensive and consistent educational signage for inside and outside of the building.
In-unit Kits for Residents:
o Kitchen Catchers – Provided to residents to contain their organic material within their
home, to assist with proper sorting.
o MR Reusable Blue Bags - Provided to residents of MR buildings to utilize for proper
sorting, to contain the recyclables within their home and carry the materials to the
sorting room or shoot area. Images were chosen to show what is accepted in the blue
recycling stream and apply to most residents even when English is not a first language.
The bag also indicates how to obtain further information on the program should they
require it.
o Magnets – Provided to residents as a ready to use reference in the heart of the home, to
provide visual prompt, and details on who to contact if they require further information.
The goal of using images on the magnet is to allow the information to be useful in
homes, even when English is not the main language.
o Guides – Provided to residents, to provide an in-depth comprehensive overview of the
program, and how to obtain further information should they require it.
o Also included are two sample bags, one clear bag and one compostable.

Figure 2: Example of resident in-unit kit
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Educational Signage:
o Posters – Provided to each building for their sorting rooms, or shoot rooms, again
images are used instead of words for accessibility. Multiple sizes available.
o Bin Decals – Provided to the building, and placed on the front-end bins, to show
residents at the main contact point what materials are to be placed in the bins.
o Stickers – Provided to the building to place on the carts or front-end bins as needed to
prompt the resident to put the correct materials inside.
In addition to the building communications, Truck Decals on the front-end loader provides
general information to residents of Guelph who pass by the truck on the road or see the truck
in use. Photos of all P&E materials are available in Appendix B.

3.2 Operational Tracking
Enforcement information tracking is outlined within the Curbside Standard Operating
Procedure (SOP) for collections staff and applies to all collection areas, including student areas
and challenging streets or neighborhoods. The SOP provides some examples of different types
of compliance issues and how they should be handled. For the full document see Appendix C:
Curbside Compliance SOP.
Curotto Can Collection Vehicle Utilization
Throughout 2019, the City of Guelph began onboarding multi-residential properties. The
Curotto can attachment was utilized one day per week. The City was partially able to use the
capacity of the truck to collect residential households. Guelph reported no issues with turning
radius (comparable to the automated side-loader), maneuverability with respect to the length
and height of the FEL truck with Curotto can attachment. MR buildings were pre-screened in
onboarding process to evaluate best collection truck configuration. The Curotto can attachment
is mainly used on larger city streets with no issues with telephone lines.
Guelph reported that with growing MR FEL bin collection system (15+ units and facility
designed for bin service), the Curotto can arrangement allows flexibility to collect from either
carts (MR properties or single-family) and/or FEL bins to maximize payload and total truck
operating hours. Once the truck reaches 75% collection capacity as a FEL truck, it becomes
more efficient to use it solely for FEL. As FEL collection is more efficient it was determined that
any property with a reasonable turn around location, or larger properties greater than 15 units
were eligible for Front end service. This is determined on a case-by-case basis by looking at
roadway access, physical property size, and whether it was reasonable to collect with carts or
FEL bins. Properties with internal chute systems typically fall into FEL bins, or FEL bin
compactors and were included in the FEL bin system.
For this project, vehicle productivity was tracked by average load weights and compared to
single stream automated side-loading vehicles.
Project 963 – City of Guelph – Final Report – March 2021
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RFID and Onboard Computer Data Collection
The City of Guelph has RFID (“radio-frequency identification”) tags on all MR collection bins.
Each time a bin is collected the digital data encoded in RFID tags are captured by a reader via
radio waves. At its basic level, RFID systems consist of three components: an RFID tag or smart
label, an RFID reader, and an antenna.
When collecting carts or front-end bins, drivers can report on additional information utilizing
the onboard computers (see Figure 3). Information collected from the tags and onboard
computer is then transferred through a communications interface to a host computer system,
where the data can be stored in a database and analyzed at a later time.

Figure 3: Onboard Computer Compliance Reporting Screen
There were many challenges with initiating an RFID system on the truck that was compatible
with both the cart system as well as the FEL system. While a FEL bin is lifted and dumped into
the hopper, a cart is lifted and tipped into the Curotto can at the front of the truck and the
antennae is required to be able to handle both. It took almost a year of trial and error of where
to locate the RFID antennae on truck. It was settled that two antennae work best in the front
window of the truck at each side. There is a downside to this, while it allows for the collection
of data at the Curotto can, the sensitivity allows the reading of carts at the road, so that other
carts set out, organics, or waste are also read, and the data is required to be cleaned to be
useful. The antennae could not be placed on the Curotto can as it is detached when lifting FEL
bins and could not be placed in the truck hopper as it would not read the lower carts tipped
into the Curotto can.
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3.3 Evaluating Impact
To evaluate the success of the new onboarding and operational monitoring of contamination,
the City of Guelph chose 6 buildings (3 old and 3 new) with 10 collection locations, some with
shared collection depots. The old buildings utilized carts for recycling whereas the new
buildings were working with Front-End bins for collection or had received new onboarding P&E
materials.
Comparing Old and New Program Buildings
The following table summarizes the waste management systems associated with each of the
study buildings. These buildings were chosen to be representative of the MR housing in the City
of Guelph. An overview of the sample buildings is provided in Table 4 and more building details
can be found in Appendix D. Although the City of Guelph has a significant student population,
due to COVID-19, student housing was not included in the analysis.
Table 4: Study Buildings – Overview
Comparison
Group
OLD - carts

Building
MM – recycling
“centres” (4)
located in parking
lots amongst
houses
SE – recycling
outside in
centralized
locations and
rolled to street
depots (2) for
collection. Some
units have
curbside (42 Units
not included in
audit)
MN – recycling
inside/outside in
covered garage
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Resident
Demographic
Mixed

Building
Type
Townhouses

Number
of Units
65

Public

Townhouses

30

Seniors

High-Rise

56
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NEW - FEB

SN – locked
recycling depot
outside

Mixed

Townhouses

12

CW – recycling
outside in one
central open
location

Public

Townhouses

28

WN - (carts for
recycling / FEB for
garbage)
Recycling room
inside, garbage
chute on each
floor

Seniors

High-Rise

103

Visual Waste Audits
In order to track the effectiveness of the new onboarding process and promotions, visual
collection waste audits and site visits were conducted at the 6 buildings. Waste collection areas
were visited, were possible, the morning of set-outs. Each recycling cart or FEL Bin was
evaluated using the rating system in Table 5. Fullness of the bins and type of contaminants seen
were also noted.
Table 5: Site Visit Visual Evaluation Criteria – Bin Collection Rating
Bin Rating Evaluation Criteria
Pass / Fail Contamination Level (evaluated
based on the cart/FEL Bin sizing)
0
No bin/No cart
n/a
n/a
1
Contained WEEE and/or
Fail
Likely greater than 30%
Hazardous Materials
2
Contained Garbage bags or
Fail
Approximately 30%
numerous grocery bags
3
Compliant with some
Pass
Less than 30%
contamination
4
Very clean – clearly sorted
Pass
Minimal Contamination
The bin rating recycling score was included in an overall “waste management collection rating”
out of 10. The waste management collection rating included a recycling pass/fail score from 0
to 3, with few contaminating items equalling a 3 and many contaminating items (Hazardous
Project 963 – City of Guelph – Final Report – March 2021
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Materials/WEEE) equalling a 0. Further, recycling in the garbage was scored out of 3 based on 0
= recycling not seen in garbage, 1 = Visible Recycling (more than 1/4), 2 = Some Recycling, 3 =
No Recycling. Total waste management collection rating = Recycling Bin Rating (out of 4),
Recycling Pass/Fail (out of 3), and Recycling in Garbage Stream (out of 3) = total out of 10. A
higher score demonstrates sorted and uncontaminated recycling with minimal recycling seen in
the garbage.
For a more wholesome assessment of waste management operations at each MR building, the
CIF MR site visit information sheet (Appendix E: CIF MR Recycling Visit Form) was also
completed. In some instances, where the waste was collected in “garbage” rooms indoors, this
required site visits to be scheduled with property managers or superintendents. Each building
was scored out of 15, with the focus on the onsite recycling for comparison. Similar to the
collection ratings explained above, the higher the onsite score, the better the recycling
evaluation. The following onsite waste management activities were evaluated on a scale of 1 to
3: 1 = bad, 2 = okay, and 3 = excellent:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Garbage Accessibility
Recycling Accessibility (x)
Cart/FEB condition (x)

Waste Area Clean (x)
Waste Area well lit (x)
Labels and Signage (x)

Figure 4: Visual Audit Photo
Stakeholder Surveying
To gain additional insight into the impact of the onboarding and operational changes made by
the City of Guelph to improve MR performance, surveys were sent to property
managers/superintendents and MR collection drivers.
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Property Managers and Superintendents feedback
The survey questions were developed to obtain qualitative feedback on participants
observations regarding contamination, education, accessibility, etc. The purpose of the survey
was to determine how much they understand their responsibly as per the Collection
Agreement. A copy of the survey questions and amalgamated results can be found in Appendix
F: Property Managers and/or Superintendents Survey
Driver feedback
The survey questions were specific to each sample building and a mixture of direct and openended questions. The questions were developed to gain insight into collection observations; i.e.
contamination, volume, accessibility, and provide an opportunity for drivers to make suggested
improvements for each building. A copy of the survey questions can be found in Appendix G:
RFID Data Tracking
Despite the challenges of activating the RFID system, to track the impact of operational
monitoring of contamination performance for this project, weekly RFID/Reporting data was
collected. The data was used to compare the recycling activities of sample buildings with
respect to collection concerns. Similar to the 4-level rating system used in the site visit visual
evaluations, the following collection issues were tracked from the RFID system:
•
•
•
•

No issues – material collected (pass)
Contamination – identified but no action (pass)
Not collected – bylaw or MR Coordinator contacted (fail)
Hazardous material – bylaw contacted (fail)

RFID tags started functioning the first week of November allowing the driver to report
contaminated containers, set out issues, or failure, as well as many types of contamination such
as bag use, or damaged containers.

4. Project Results and Analysis
4.1

Project Results

P&E Onboarding Costs
In 2020, the City on-boarded six additional MR properties and 410 units using front end, carts
or combination of both for collection. With COVID interrupting staffing and possible transitions
for six months, these numbers reflect about half of what was transitioned in 2019. Onboarding
of MR properties continues and will be developing as opportunities present (i.e. as properties
Project 963 – City of Guelph – Final Report – March 2021
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adopt city collection and private contracts end). The following is based on estimated staff time
associated with adding a new building utilizing Guelph’s new onboarding protocols. Low and
high ranges are provided due to the variability of engagement of the buildings (some are easily
managed whereas others require additional time and resources).
Table 6: Cost and Time Estimate of New P&E Onboarding Approach
Task
Range of
hours
Initial contact and site visit
Ongoing Communications
- including forms sign-off (Agreement, Plan, etc.)
- internal stakeholders (bylaw, collections, admin,
etc.)
- external stakeholders (PMs, residents, etc.)
Operational arrangements (logistics, site visit,
bin/carts label and delivery, inventory management)
Subsequent site visits
P&E management (kit production, drop- off,
distribution)
P&E materials (design and print)
Operational procurement – bins, containers, bags,
samples
Total average hours
Total per unit (based on 50 units/property)

Average
Hours

8-12
40-60

10
50

Total
Average
Cost1
$285.64
$1,428.21

20-40

30

$856.93

2-5
8-12

3.5
10

$99.97
$285.64

2-5
4-6

3.5
5

$99.97
$142.82

84-140
1.68-2.8

112
2.24

$3,199.19
$63.98

1

Municipal Waste Management Administration $22.67/hour Table: 14-10-0206-01 (formerly
CANSIM 281-0030) plus 26% (fully burdened). Estimated at $28.56/hour
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Visual Audits
Table 7 outlines the ratings provided from each of the sample buildings after visual audits were
completed on recycling and garbage set-outs as well as an onsite “resident” interface
evaluation (Onsite Building Waste Management Evaluation).
Table 7: Visual Audit Results
Group

Building

OLD carts

MM – recycling outside (20
carts x 360L)
SE – recycling outside
(14 carts x 360L)
MN – recycling inside
(12 carts x 360L)
AVERAGE
SN – locked recycling depot
gated area outside
(1 FE bin – 4yd3)
CW – recycling outside
(1 FE bin – 6yd3)
WN
(20 carts x 360L)
AVERAGE

NEW FEB

Recycling Sort
Rating
(out of 4)
3.20

Total Overall
Collected Waste
Rating
(out of 10)
7.40

Onsite Building
Waste Management
Evaluation (out of
15)
11.00

1.85

4.38

8.50

3.25

8.38

12.50

2.78
4.00

6.63
7.00

10.67
11.00

2.00

5.00

14.00

3.80

9.73

13.00

3.71

9.29

12.67

On average new programs received a higher recycling sort rating 3.71 out of 4.00 versus 2.78
out of 4.00 from the old program buildings. Further, overall waste management collection
rating (out of 10) was noticeably higher for the new program buildings (average 9.29) vs. old
buildings (average 6.63). The onsite waste management evaluations, focused on recycling,
showed that new programs scored higher (average of 12.67 vs. 10.67) with respect to
accessibility, cleanliness, lighting, signage, and bin condition.
Survey Results
Feedback from property managers / superintendents
From those involved in the recycling at their building, the following summarizes to the survey
results between old to new buildings. It should be noted that only 2 out of the 3 new sample
buildings responded to the survey.
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Table 8: Onsite time for recycling management Old vs. New Program
Recycling Average Rating (1= Excellent, 2=Okay, 3=Terrible)
Onboarding Average Time (move-ins, program changes)
Weekly Monitoring Average Time
Ongoing Maintenance Average Time
Biggest
Contamination
Issue
Other
Overflowing bins/carts
Broken bins/carts

Old
2.6
1-3 hours
1-3 hours
1-3 hours
3/3 buildings
2/3 buildings
1/3 building

New
2
<1 hour
<1 hour
<1 hour
1/2 buildings
-

Analysis of the old system to the new suggests that overall recycling rating is perceived as
better in the new system, takes less time to manage and monitor, and has less identified
“issues”. From the responses, the following is a ranking of processes and materials that
effectively improved residential recycling knowledge and awareness:
1. Bin sorting decals and Meetings with Staff
2. In-unit kits
3. Posters, Agreements, and Plan
Finally, it was noted that most respondents agreed that the City of Guelph collection service
helped meet the legislative requirements of Ontario Regulation 103 and the City of Guelph
Waste Management Bylaw.
Feedback from drivers
From the driver surveys, it was noted that issues of collection access and contamination, as well
as the need to send enforcement occurs more often for the old system buildings with carts.
Challenges were identified in a building with the new system with mixed demographics. This is
consistent with the onsite property management survey results. However, with front-end bins,
drivers have to collect materials regardless of contamination and mainly reported having issues
with gates and sizing of waste compounds. Further, one driver reported that they did not
remove contamination for health and safety reasons.
Driver suggestions included frequently educating residents (buildings were “good when started
but now less compliant” needing “more education” and “proper sorting”), implementing
auditing notifications to site managers of bulky items, bagged materials, breaking down OCC,
cleaning bins, and proper cart spacing/access (no parked cars near collection locations).
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Operational Findings
Curotto Can Vehicle Utility
At the onset of the project, the City required one front end truck, to service MR properties
within Guelph. In order to accommodate anticipated growth within the City and ensure there
was redundancy for downtime on a single front-end truck, the decision was made to service
both the MR properties and residential properties, with two front end trucks, one with the
Curotto can and one without. The City ordered the second truck without the Curotto can to
save costs on the attachment, which includes quick releases, in cab controls, electronics, and a
cart lifter at a cost of approximately $200,000.
Due to the versatility of the Curotto can, at the end of 2020 the City was collecting 1,262 MR
units at 20% truck utilization capacity. An update on the efficiency at collecting residential carts
in comparison to automated side load trucks is provided in below (May 2019-Dec 2020). All
weights are shown in Metric Tonnes. The data provided is based on the amount of MR
properties added to date. The City has onboarded 1,240 units of the projected 9,370 MR units
(13.2%) that did not previously receive City service.
Table 9: 2020 FEL with Curotto Can vs Single Stream Average Truck Load Comparison
Load
Load
Load
Load
Average
Maximum
Average
Maximum
Recycling
Recycling
Waste
Waste
Curotto Can Truck
1.61

4.21

2.55

9.31*

Single Stream Automated Side Loader

3.98
8.30
3.38
10.92
* Estimate Maximum Waste weight per load 8.5 MT on Recycling and 12 MT Waste, 2-3 loads
daily
Truck utilization and average load has suffered as a result of impacts of onboarding new MR
buildings due to Covid 19 impacting the FEL portion of the work, and from more efficient trucks
being available for cart collection. Average load in 2020 was 1.61 MT with the maximum load
being 4.21MT, taking under consideration that this truck was not being used the full day, nor
full loads. By looking at maximum capacities it is estimated that the truck, once fully utilized,
will be approximately 40% higher on FEL than the automated side loader collection trucks. For
the City of Guelph, the FEL truck is ~ 30% less productive when comparing single stream
automated side loaders while collecting carts. Part of this productivity may also be attributed to
locations used as well as driver productivity, however one truck limits the ability to gather
comparable data.
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RFID reporting system
RFID data was collected for six months. As shown in Table 10, limited “exceptions” were noted
by drivers using the RFID system. During October and November of 2020, the Front-end bin
collection driver noted 3 exceptions (out of 6 collections) at CW building which is a part of the
new program.
Table 10: RFID and Driver noted exceptions (August-December 2020)
Group
OLD carts
NEW FEB

Building
MM
SE
MN
SN
CW
WN

RFID Exceptions Noted
0 (0%)
4/177 (2.26%)
1/191 (0.52%)
0 (0%)
3/6 (50%)
0 (0%)

The City of Guelph noted that despite high levels of contamination, front-end bins and carts are
generally collected due to onsite capacity concerns. If materials are not collected (by the
recycling truck), then the buildings will face issues collecting and handling recycling from
residents from that point forward. In 2020, Guelph charged an hourly rate to buildings requiring
additional “onsite” management of materials ($140/hr). Additionally, through its bylaw the City
has the opportunity to charge contaminated recycling material as waste (garbage). This would
require drivers to identify recycling FEL bins as “garbage” for collection on the same day as
recycling. No buildings have been charged back to date.
Guelph reported that a seasoned driver is able to visually see the materials being emptied into
the Curotto can (for carts). Sighting contamination is much easier with this type of configuration
when compared to side loading hopper camera with in-cab monitor (even with
larger 7” monitors). It is easier to remove contamination/accidental loss of carts from the
Curotto can vs. side hopper. Carts cannot be removed from the side hopper which occurs in
regular collection 1 – 2 times per week. Thus, the Curotto can truck saves on the cost of
potentially replacing broken and/or redistributing carts after collection.

4.2

Analysis

Waste Generation
In order to complete the comparison of old program versus new program, waste generation
and recycling diversion were estimated utilizing various sources of collection data. For the
front-end collection, total route tonnage was divided by total number of units serviced for an
average per unit amount. For carts, an average cart weight for each waste stream (see Table
11) and total collection volume tracked over six months was used to generate an average per
unit rate per week (see Figure 5 and Table 12).
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Table 11: City of Guelph average cart kg/litre per waste stream
Average cart weight by waste stream kg/litre
Organics
0.1492
Waste (Garbage)
0.0715
Recycling
0.0416

Figure 5: Graph of Estimated Waste Generation by Stream Old vs. New Programs
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Table 12: Estimated Waste Generation by Stream Old versus New Program Buildings
Group

Building

Type

Demographic

OLD carts

MM

Town
house
Town
house
HighRise
Town
house
Town
house
HighRise

SE
MN
NEW FEB

SN
CW
WN

Estimated
Recycling
(kg/unit/wk)
4.79

Estimated
Organics
(kg/unit/wk)
1.99

Total Waste
(kg/unit/wk)

Mixed

Estimated
Garbage
(kg/unit/wk)
6.22

13.00

Recycling
Diversion
(%)
37%

Public

10.63

7.99

11.54

30.16

26%

Seniors

4.60

2.13

1.41

8.14

26%

Mixed

4.47

1.68

n/a

n/a

n/a

Public

4.31

1.70

1.45

7.46

23%

Seniors

3.49

2.05

1.11

6.65

31%

As Figure 5 and Table 12 show, new program buildings (where data was available) produce less
total waste and have similar overall recycling diversion performance when compared to old
buildings. Unfortunately, organics information was unavailable from new building SN as no
organics bins were utilized by units associated with the central collection site or tracked by RFID
for street collection. It should also be noted that for old building SE, it is likely that the per unit
rate for all waste streams is higher due to other units (that have street collection) adding
materials to the central collection sites and higher rates of contamination in both recycling and
organics (as seen in the visual audits and Figure 6).
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Units Access
Central
Collection

Units with on street
collection

Central Collection Area
(accessible to all)
Figure 6: Central and Street Waste Collection Systems
Collection Costs
The total recyclable material was collected from MR properties on front-end collection, MR
properties on carts, and single-family home curbside collection. The following table outlines the
impact on total net cost and collection costs per tonne.
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Table 13: Datacall results for 2016 - 2019 net cost per tonne for collection
Cost/Tonne
2016
2017
2018
Total Net Cost (includes processing costs
$633
$562
$654
and recycling commodity revenue)

Collection Only

$1,484,000/
9,690
=$153

$1,433,798/
9,818
=$146

2019
$1098

$1,562,576/ $1,461,493/
9,590
9,358
=$163
=$156

Notes:
• 2018 and 2019 processing costs were higher as Guelph ended external processing
contracts such that overhead costs were allocated over a smaller tonnage
• Recycling Commodity markets and prices have continued to decline
• Direct curbside collection costs increased in 2018 due to increased fuel and fleet
maintenance costs, as well as the addition of bylaw costs which were previously not
included
• 2020 Datacall information was not available for the conclusion of this report as the
verification process had not been completed.

4.3

Lessons learned

1. Match collection truck with overall system to maximize utility/productivity
Although the Curotto attachment offered a vehicle with the flexibility for single-family
collection while at the same time growing multi-family front-end collection, truck efficiencies
were not realized due to truck underutilization as the truck was only able to collection garbage
and recycling carts. The attachment arm was not capable of collecting the full range of carts
currently involved in the system which also reduced its utilization. The Curotto can purchased
could only lift 240L and 360L carts. The arm does not clamp tight enough to hold and lift 80L
and 120L carts. This eliminates the capacity for all 80L and 120L carts, which comprise a
significant portion of the City’s in-circulation carts, including virtually all organics carts. It is
likely that the return-on-investment for the truck will be realized as more MR buildings are
switched to front-end recycling bin collection, creating specific routes tailored to the Curotto
can. Newer developments with limited street parking and wide-open streets offer the best
environment in which to operate the Curotto can.
2. Planning Data for Analysis
Most of the data analyzed for this project was generated after the commencement of the
project. A planned data approach (monitoring and measurement plan) including baseline
information would assist in clearly understanding the impact of project implementation with
respect to truck utilization, contamination rates and value, and promotion and education
feedback.
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3. Reporting and Enforcement requires resources
Although the City of Guelph standard operating procedures and waste by-law offer the ability
to report and enforce contamination in recycling, there are limited staffing resources available
to realize the benefits of the existing system. Drivers rarely report issues, as they “have to”
collect all recycling from MR buildings so as not to compromise overall recycling structures and
with COVID-19 they don’t touch materials because of new health and safety protocols. Further,
the RFID data requires significant “cleaning” in order to follow up on any identified building
issues which currently isn’t being completed. In the future, the City of Guelph aims to improve
enforcement with charging-back buildings with higher levels of contamination.
4. RFID procurements and system integration
City of Guelph faced numerous challenges with RFID tags to obtain data accuracy of ~98%. The
following is a list of suggestions for other municipalities with respect to implementing RFID
systems
•

•

•

During procurement, RFID tags numbers and serial numbers for carts need to be
matched at the source manufacturer and a file provided with the carts to ensure proper
size and type in the event delivery crews fail to get this information. Delivery failure can
be up to 20%. This is necessary in order to determine type and size of cart while
collecting. If RFID tags are pre-matched for carts, any incorrect delivery data can be
corrected from the office using mapping software, and truck collection data.
For FE containers that are owned by buildings (e.g. compactor bins) RFID tags should be
installed prior to start of collection. Cost per FE is $9.95 per tag and were manually
installed under the lip at the front of the container to protect the tag. RFID tags for FE
bins need to be matched (meaning: serial number visible and RFID invisible are
electronically matched) and installed at point of delivery which takes ~ 5 minutes per
bin.
Incorporate staff time for ongoing monitoring to “clean” data as a part of regular work
responsibility with implementation of RFID system. This can be made as a part of the
labour required for cart delivery and maintenance staff. It takes 10% FTE during slower
months.

Guelph made the following purchases (Table 14) in order to have the RFID system functioning
properly.
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Table 14: RFID Reporting System Costs
Item
Use
RFID Service
Includes AVL (GPS) for trucks
Agreement
Truck Hardware
2 Antenna’s in front window not in
hopper or Curotto Can. Non-contact
tagging retroactively mounted.
Includes picture grabbing option
Handheld Scanners
For bin/cart delivery, data
maintenance, recording repairs,
inventory control, and asset locations.
Back-office Software For hosting and to improve
connectivity

Cost
$995 per truck per year*
One-time fee of $13,880 per
truck
$2,395 each (with software
license)
$79 per vehicle per month
(includes cellular fees)

* Guelph was able to cancel GPS truck software as a result of improvements made by RFID
vendor and to avoid duplicated information gathering. This saved $250 per truck per year and
~$5,000 for the fleet annually.
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5. Project Budget
The following table outlines the proposed project budget, the actual costs, and the CIF Funding
contribution of 30% of eligible costs. The original project proposed purchasing of a second
Curotto can however, based on the capacity and efficiency results in the first phase of the
project, the City of Guelph decided that a second Curotto can attachment was not required.
Proposed Budget
Eligible for CIF
Funding

Item

Actual Cost

CIF Funding (30%)

P&E Materials (including In-Unit Containers)

$11,573

$19,393

In-Unit Recycling Containers

$37,331

$0

1st Curotto Can Truck (incremental
cost of regular side-loader)

$22,082

$381,390*

$126,182

$0

RFID Readers / Onboard Software

$13,880

$4,385

Front End Bins

$49,457

$27,025

$4,506

$7,288

(included above)

$260,505

$488,378

$54,706

2nd Curotto Can Truck

1.76% non-recoverable taxes
TOTAL

$11,722

$23,446

$19,538

*full cost of truck, not just the portion of truck eligible for CIF funding
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6. Conclusion
With the implementation of the Curotto can, the City of Guelph is able to collect an additional
526T of recycling per year (40% of the 1,300T goal). The new onboarding approach and P&E
program to transition buildings, at an estimated $64 per unit, was effective overall. The new
approach showed numerous benefits including improved on-site waste management system
set-ups, stronger relationships for resolution of issues, more direct engagement with residents,
and less ongoing building material management. It was evident that supportive leadership in
buildings and engaged residents were key factors associated with success of transition to city
services. Performance outcomes were significantly influenced by property manager or property
champions at each location. Building demographics also seemed to influence overall
understanding of approved materials for source separation as seen in the visual site audit
results.
Adding the Curotto can truck increases the annual operating expense as well as the annual
amortized capital. At the end of 2019 with only 9% of the MR units incorporated into the City
collection service the collection costs were $156/T which were comparable to 2016 costs of
$153/T. This demonstrates that the program implementation may have contributing to cost
containment. In the end, the productivity of the Curotto can attachment (slower at collection
than single stream automated side-loader) did not meet the expectations of the City of Guelph
and discouraged further investment.
The project also tested contamination mitigation strategies as new MR properties were
onboarded to receive City recycling service through analysis of RFID technology. Real time
reports can be generated via an RFID transponder installed on each cart and front-end bin. This
technology enables verification of collection and completion of routes with readers on the
trucks and helps improve communications between drivers and customer service staff for the
purpose of responding to resident concerns and enforcement follow-up. Drivers can use the
monitoring equipment to report obstruction of bins, contamination issues, and problematic
materials. Drivers are not removing contaminated material exacerbated by COVID 19. Such
information can be sent to by-law enforcement officers for further follow-up and resident
education. The By-law and MR service agreement were amended to allow for charge backs to
offending properties. Even though charging back is an option, it has been minimally utilized to
date. However, its use will gradually increase as the program evolves.
The data used to compare old buildings (mainly carts) to the new system (front-end bins)
showed that the new buildings had lower overall waste generation, comparable diversion rates,
and less visual recycling contamination. Although the data was based on assumed full carts and
bins, and there was not a comparable baseline, it is expected that data will improve over time
and program impact can be re-evaluated in the future.
It is a goal of the City to make improvements with the onboard RFID reporting system to
continue to decrease contamination and prepare the City of Guelph for blue box IPR transition.
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Appendix A: Case Study: Townhouse X Properties
One of the more challenging buildings, with respect to contamination levels, inspired the City of
Guelph to develop a new onboarding program in alignment with their roll-out of expanded MR
services. The following outlines the approach taken at the building, the outcomes achieved, and
next steps planned by the City.
Townhouse X in Guelph is comprised of three properties with a total of 468 units. These
properties face typical challenges where older developments struggle with site layouts that did
not anticipate the waste management needs of today, such as source separation and
automated collection. Townhouse X properties were developed decades ago when accessible
truck movement, on-site navigation, and the amount of storage space required for waste were
not considered in the site design. As such, these properties require higher waste removal
service levels and more frequent collections when compared with newly designed sites. This
results in an increase cost burden for site residents and property management companies.
Townhouse X properties received waste collection service from the City prior to the transition
to fully automated cart collection in 2014. The continuous issues around proper source
separation, contamination, overflow, and truck accessibility needed to be resolved in the
development of the City of Guelph’s new expanded MR waste collection program.
Provincial legislation obligates property managers/owners of multi-residential properties with
six or more units to source separate waste. The City offers waste collection services, based on
the City’s collection methods and collection frequencies for interested properties to participate.
Properties also have the option to solicit private collection to meet their provincial legislative
requirements.
The 2011 Waste Management By-law requires the following with respect to multi-residential
collection:
• That the property owner ensures that private waste collection service is employed
unless they have entered into a waste collection agreement with the City;
• The Waste Management By-law, as revised in 2019, in addition to the requirement
previously noted, clarified additional City requirements for multi-residential properties,
to resolve some operational issues:
• Existing multi-residential properties requesting City waste collection service, in addition
to new developments, are required to provide a Waste Management Plan;
• The City (the Manager) has the authority to determine if a property can be serviced,
after which the previous requirements (the agreement and the Waste Management
Plan) are to be submitted;
• The City level of service is weekly; and
• Collection requirements beyond the City standard can be accommodated through costrecovery.
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Issues facing Townhouse X properties prior to the new multi-residential service program (see
Figure 7-Figure 9 photos from 2016-2018):
•
•
•
•
•

Collection frequency was required three or more times per week, exceeding the City
standard for collection;
Little to no sorting done by residents resulting in contamination in diversion streams;
Lack of support by property management to encourage and educate residents on proper
sorting and source separation;
The City’s need to manage improper set-out and littered materials on the site;
Additional fees charged due to more frequent collections, city staff clean-up of site, and
contamination concerns.

Figure 7: 2016 Townhouse X set-outs
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Figure 8: 2017 Townhouse X set-outs

Figure 9: 2018 Townhouse X set-outs
In order to support the property to meet the City’s waste collection program requirements, the
following actions were taken by City staff and the property:
• Promotional and educational efforts to transition onto the new multi-residential service
program;
• Source Separation Agreement signed by Townhouse X for all three properties. The
agreement clearly states who (i.e. the property manager/owner) is responsible for
ensuring that waste is sorted prior to collection, containers are properly set up for
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•
•
•

vehicle access, educational materials are accessible to residents, etc. The agreement
stipulates that recovery costs will apply if the property does not meet City collection
requirements;
A Waste Management Plan was provided for all three properties;
In-unit kits and educational materials were provided all residents to encourage proper
sorting;
A Sorting Pledge was signed by residents acknowledging proper sorting can make a
difference overall in waste management in their neighbourhood. Signatures were
collected at door-to-door visits, as well as a neighbourhood pop-up event that
Townhouse X organized.

Improvements seen at Townhouse X properties after the new MR service program was
implemented:
• Increase in engagement and support by property management to assist residents to
properly source separate;
• Interest in obtaining funding from property owner for in-ground waste collection
containers (Earthbins), which the City of Guelph endorsed support to resolve issues;
• Reduction of bagged recyclables;
• Reduction of overflowing bins requiring additional collections.
Ongoing challenges remaining at Townhouse X properties after the new MR service program
was implemented:
• Continued increase in frequency of collection exceeding the City standard of once a
week for multi-residential properties;
• Additional fees charged due to more frequent collections, staff clean-up of site, and
contamination;
• The City highlighting the need for Townhouse X to comply with the Waste Management
By-law and communications of the possible withdrawal of City service.
Internal lessons learned:
• Adhering MR buildings to the agreement and following through with services and fees;
• Developing educational materials in multiple languages;
• Providing surplus of promotional materials to accommodate turnover of residents;
• Supporting property lead waste committees to encourage and educate other residents
to sort correctly;
• Providing or recommending appropriate containers to ease and encourage proper
sorting;
• Emphasizing additional waste storage availability to accommodate changing frequency
of collection and waste generated on weekends.
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Appendix B: P&E Materials
Bin Decals:

Magnet:
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Guide:
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Posters:
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Stickers:

Kitchen Catcher:
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Truck Decals:

MR Blue Bag:
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Appendix C: Curbside Compliance SOP
EFFECTIVEDATE: FEB 1 2017
REVISION FROM:

Subject

Curbside Waste Compliance

Related Policies

Waste Management By-law (2011) - 19199

Approved by

Cameron Walsh, Chad Scott, Heather Connell

Review Date

February 2018

PURPOSE

To establish guidelines for collections, programs and Waste
Compliance Officers to provide a consistent approach to curbside
waste compliance.

SCOPE

These procedures apply to Collections, Programs and
Waste Compliance Officers staff as it relates to enforcing the
City’s Waste Management By-law 19199, as amended, at the
curb.

PROCEDURES

Collections Staff
Process
The process outlined below applies to all collection areas, including
student areas and challenging streets or neighborhoods.
1. Overfilled Carts*: For overfilled carts that will spill out during
collection, Drivers should follow the process below:
1st offence: do not collect waste, leave cart hanger, record
issue in On Board Computer (OBC). - 2nd offence: do not collect
waste, record issue in OBC.
Subsequent offences: do not collect waste, record issue in
OBC, radio Waste Compliance Officers.
2. Cart Obstruction/Cart Spacing Issues*: There should be at
least 1.0 metre (3 feet) of clearance on each side of the cart and at
least 5.0 metres (16.4 feet) clearance above the cart. It is up to the
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Driver’s discretion to determine which carts can safely be collected
under these parameters.
Drivers should follow the process below:
-1st offence: Move cart(s) to accessible location (by
truck arm) if possible, collect waste, record issue in OBC.
-2nd offence (or if Driver is required to get out of truck): Move
cart(s) to accessible location, collect waste, leave cart hanger,
record issue in OBC.
- Subsequent offences: Don’t move cart(s), don’t collect waste,
record issue in OBC, radio Waste Compliance Officers.
3. Visible Contamination Noticed Before Tipping*: For visible
contamination that is serious (i.e. having the potential to cause
damage to property or person, such as hazardous material and
construction & demolition waste), Drivers should follow the
process below:
- Don’t collect waste, record issue in OBC, radio Waste
Compliance Officers.
For visible contamination that is not serious (e.g. black bags, bags
in blue cart, cardboard in blue cart) the Driver should follow the
process below: -1st offence: Collect waste if it is safe to do so, leave
cart hanger, record issue in OBC.
-2nd offence: Do not collect waste, record issue in OBC.
- Subsequent offences: Do not collect waste, record issue in
OBC, radio Waste Compliance Officers.
Hidden Contamination Noticed After Tipping*: For hidden
contamination that is serious (i.e. having the potential to cause
damage to property or person, such as hazardous material and
construction & demolition waste) the Driver should follow the
process below:
- Remove item from hopper if possible (for safety instructions,
refer to Vehicle Operator’s Manual), leave item behind at curb,
record issue in OBC, radio Waste Compliance Officers.
For hidden contamination that is not serious, Driver’s should
follow the process below:
- 1st offence: Leave cart hanger, record issue in
OBC.
- 2nd offence: Record issue in OBC, radio Waste
Compliance Officers
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-

Subsequent offences: Inspect carts pro-actively before tipping.
If contaminated, do not collect, record issue in OBC, radio
Waste Compliance Officers.

Cart(s) Not Set Out: In instances where only one cart is set out,
the Driver should proceed in collecting the blue or grey cart
appropriate to the collection area (no OBC entry is required). In
instances where the wrong blue or grey cart is set out, the Driver
should not collect the waste and record the issue in OBC. In
instances where there are no carts out, the Driver will proceed to
the next stop; no OBC entry is required.
4. Recording Issues: All offences should be recorded immediately
in OBC. If the on-board computer is not working, Drivers should
follow the process below:
- Offences requiring Waste Compliance Officers to follow-up:
Drivers should radio Waste Compliance Officers directly.
- Offences not requiring Waste Compliance
Officers to follow-up: Drivers should radio the Collections
Supervisor or Lead Hand who will email issue to all Customer
Service staff.
5. Cart hangers: A cart hanger will be issued by Drivers in cases of
non-compliance as outlined above. The hanger should be placed
on the cart handle. Drivers should also identify the specific
offence and/or corrective action on the hanger itself.
6. On Board Computer: All Driver recorded entries in OBC will be
reviewed by the Collections Manager or designate daily. Action
items will be recorded in 311GIS or Innovadel or sent to the
Programs Supervisor for proactive follow-up.
7. Problem Areas and Recurring Issues: The Collections
Manager of designate will conduct a regular audit of the cart
database to assess problem areas/streets or recurring issues.
Problem areas/streets will be forwarded to the Supervisor of
Programs for a proactive education campaign.
8. Serious Offences: Serious offences causing (or having the
potential to cause) a public nuisance, safety issue or
environmental impact (e.g. charge piles of waste, illegal dumping,
scavenging, hazardous or harmful item) shall be reported by radio
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immediately to Waste Compliance Officers. The offence(s) will also
be recorded in OBC, if it can be tied to an address.
9. MR Properties: For MR properties on communal collection (i.e.
shared carts): Drivers should make every reasonable effort to
collect the waste, unless it is not safe to do so. This includes
correcting set-out issues (e.g. moving carts away from obstruction,
spacing carts properly) and collecting reasonable amounts of
visible contamination. Drivers should escalate all serious offences
to Waste Compliance Officers and major contamination (not
requiring Waste Compliance Officers to follow-up) to the
Supervisor of Collections who will establish a process trail via 311
GIS. The offence(s) will also be recorded in OBC.
For MR properties with individual unit collection: Drivers should
treat offences as they would for single family households.
10. MR Process Trail: Drivers will escalate all serious offences to
Waste Compliance Officers and major contamination (not
requiring Waste Compliance Officers to follow-up) to the
Supervisor of Collections who will establish a process trail via 311
GIS. Customer Service staff and Waste Compliance Officers will be
kept in-the loop (via email) as required. The process trail will serve
to document all offences for a given property to justify suspension
of waste collection if required. The process trail will also allow
Collections Management to prioritize the top MR offenders
requiring further education (e.g. targeted education campaign
and/or meeting with property management).
11. Downtown Public Space Containers (PSCs): Refer to
Downtown Collection Standard Operating Procedure.
12. Businesses: Drivers should treat offences from businesses as
they would for single family households.
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Appendix D: Study Building Details
Comparison
Group
OLD - carts

Building / Waste
Management
System Details
MM – recycling
outside

(Photo Credits: Google)

Resident
Demographic

Buildin
g Type

Mixed

Town
houses

Number of Units
/ Recycling
Capacity
65 Unit
7200L Capacity
111L/Unit

SE – recycling
outside (2 Depots
only – not
including carts for
curbside
collection)

Public

MN – recycling
inside

Seniors

Town
houses

30 Units
5040L Capacity
168L/Unit

HighRise

56 Units
4320L Capacity
77L/Unit

NEW - FEB

SN – locked
recycling depot
outside

Mixed

Town
houses

12 Units
3060L Capacity
255L/Unit

CW – recycling
outside

Public

Town
houses

28 Units
4590L Capacity
163L/Unit

WN

Seniors

HighRise

103 Units
7200L Capacity
70L/Unit
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Appendix E: CIF MR Recycling Visit Form

(see https://thecif.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/Guide-to-Completing-the-Site-Visit-Form.docx)

Multi-Residential Recycling Site Visit Form
Address (full mailing):__________________________________________________________________
Units:______________ Floors:____________ Site Visit Date & Day of Week:____________________________
Condo / Rental / Senior / Student / Co-op / Public

Recycling Collection Day(s): ___________________

Garbage: Municipal / Private
Recycling: Municipal / Private

Garbage Collection Day(s):_____________________

Contact Information
Property Manager: Same as owner £
Company:___________________________________

On-Site Contact: Super / Property Manager / Owner / NA

Name:______________________________________

Name:________________________________________

Phone #:____________________________________

Phone #:______________________________________

Cell #:______________________________________

Cell #:________________________________________

E-Mail:_____________________________________

E-Mail:________________________________________

Address:____________________________________

Address:______________________________________

Performance Evaluation
Recycling Containers: # of 65 gal =_____ # of 95 gal = _____ # bins x size = __________________________
Stream 1:________________

# Cont

_________

# full or part full containers:

_______________________

Stream 2:________________

# Cont

_________

# full or part full containers:

_______________________

OCC (approx. quantity):

Barrier Evaluation

Rate on a scale of 1 to 3: 1 = bad and requires attention; 3 = excellent
OCC

_______

Contamination

_______

Stream mixing

_______

Accessibility

_______

Loose materials

_______

Cart condition

_______

Area clean

_______

Area well lit

_______

Labels & Signage _________________________________

Recycling & Garbage Area Description (check all that apply)
Garbage: # bins x size _______________________ Or curbside £ Garbage Chutes £ Weekly Pickup £
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Recycling Area: Outdoor £ Outdoor under cover

£ Inside room £ Main Fl. £ Underground £ Collect from each floor £

Number of Recycling Depots _____ Twinned with garbage £ Recycling containers shared with other buildings £
Addresses that share _________________________________________________________________________
Room to add extra recycling containers £ Where ______________________________________________
Comments:
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Appendix F: Property Managers and/or Superintendents Survey
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Appendix G: Multi-residential Driver Feedback
The survey is for properties that were audited by the Continuous Improvement Find (CIF) in
response to funding support for the City of Guelph’s Curotto can. These four survey questions
were developed to gain insight into collection observations; I.e. contamination, volume,
accessibility, etc. Thank you for your participation.
o

For each address (6 properties), on a scale of 1 to 3 (1 = once every 3 months, 2 = once per
month, 3 = every collection time), circle if you have any of the following challenges with
RECYCLING collection:
a) The FEB and/or carts are inaccessible to collect
b) The FEB and/or carts are overflowing
c) You need to physically remove contamination prior to collection
d) The FEB and/or carts are broken or damaged
e) You need to send notification to enforcement for follow-up

o

Do you have any other concerns regarding these specific buildings in terms of RECYCLING?
•

Building

[ ] Yes

[ ] No

If yes, what are the concerns/issues?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
o

What do you think would improve RECYCLING collection at these buildings?
§

o

Building Address
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

Any other feedback you’d like to share with respect to front-end bins vs. cart RECYCLING
collection at these property?

§

Building Address
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
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